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FRAMING THE FUTURE: DDA 2011 PLAN
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Objectives
In the latter half of 2010, the Grand Rapids
Downtown Development Authority commissioned a
participatory community visioning and priority-setting
process to develop a Framework Plan for downtown.
The primary objectives of the Framework Plan
included:
•
•
•
•

Develop a compelling vision for downtown.
Inventory and frame our ideas and aspirations.
Build leadership and consensus around common
goals.
Establish priorities to ensure that DDA
investments are strategic.



Accomplishments of the Framework Plan
The Framework Plan presents an updated market-based vision for downtown, and, perhaps more
importantly, provides a new construct for guiding DDA investments, decision-making and organizational
structure. Key accomplishments of the Framework Plan include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More than 1,400 downtown stakeholders and Grand Rapids residents participated in the Plan
development process, either through a Working Group, Open House or online survey.
The Plan balances the aspirations of the community with the economic realities of 2011, resulting in
proposed initiatives that are doable and prepare downtown for the next investment cycle.
A new operating construct for the DDA sorts actions, resource allocation decisions and operating
practices into three functional areas that together create a vital downtown: Economy, Environment and
Experience.
Short-term investment priorities are recommended to support downtown retail and create an
environment that fosters creative and innovative small business ventures.
Public realm improvements emphasize improvements to the Grand River, connectivity within downtown
and to adjacent neighborhoods, and a focus on complete streets that promote walking and biking.
A physical framework to help direct DDA investment identifies activity centers, focus areas and key
connections to strengthen downtown.
An operational business plan creates a more inclusive, entrepreneurial and pro-active DDA.

“The Framework Plan facilitates downtown’s transformation
from a one-dimensional business center to a multi-dimensional
neighborhood with a lively mix of uses woven together by
pedestrian-friendly streets connected to adjacent
neighborhoods and the Grand River”
Executive Summary 1
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The Framework Process
Through the fall of 2010, more than 1,400
downtown and community stakeholders
participated in the Framework planning
process in either a Working Group, Open
House or online survey.

Framework Open House – November 2010

Each step of the outreach process was
designed to seek elements of a
community-based vision for downtown,

plus establish priorities for improvements
and initiatives.

Consistent Themes: From the community outreach process, consistent themes to improve Downtown
Grand Rapids included the following:
•
•
•
•

Improving downtown retail and filling vacant storefronts emerged as a top concern from all participants,
including Working Groups, Open Houses and the online survey.
Activating the Grand River is also a top community priority for downtown, including trails and
development opportunities on its banks, introducing rapids within, and connecting Downtown and
adjacent neighborhoods to it.
A more walkable Downtown with alternatives to vehicles, including transit and bikes, was favored by
many participants.
Viewing downtown as a “neighborhood”, with more residential, dining, retail and services, and woven
together by pedestrian-friendly streets that connect to the river and adjacent neighborhoods, emerged
as a common theme.

Market Indicators
To balance community aspirations revealed by the
outreach process, the Framework consultant team
undertook an assessment of existing economic conditions.
Key market indicators included the following:
•
•
•
•
•

2

Downtown has a growing residential base, and per
capita income is higher than the rest of the city.
36,000 employees and 31,000 students
Downtown housing occupancies and rental rates are
the highest in the city.
In October 2010, downtown had one foreclosure out of
the city’s reported 1,719.
Public safety is an issue along the Division corridor
south of Fulton.
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Top Downtown Visitor Attractions
Cultural Facility/
Attraction
Van Andel Arena
DeVos Place
Public Library
Public Museum
Children’s Museum
Art Museum
Ford Museum
Institute for Contemporary
Arts

Annual Visitor
Attendance
567,846
561,580
490,103
265,068
160,700
138,846
116,074
114,396

The Framework Action Plan
Balancing community aspirations (i.e. results of
Framework Plan outreach) with market realities (i.e.
results of Downtown Grand Rapids market profile and
global trends), we see a two to three year window for
Downtown Grand Rapids to prepare for the next cycle
of investment. Demographic and lifestyle trends that
were making downtown a more desirable destination
for living, dining and entertainment have not abated,
but have been stalled due to the economic recession.
As the economy improves, credit markets recover, and
households regain their sense of financial mobility,
there will be pent-up demand that will create
opportunities for new investment.



The Framework Plan lays out both near-term (i.e. next three years) and mid-term (i.e. three to seven years)
priorities and policies for the DDA to prepare for and maximize this opportunity. In the near-term, a variety
of modest improvements, plans and small business development initiatives are recommended to
strengthen downtown’s fundamentals. These near-term improvements are viewed as setting the stage for
mixed-use infill development that is likely to occur as the overall economy improves. Given that much of
downtown’s historic building stock has already been redeveloped, the next cycle of development will need
to fill gaps and opportunity sites with new construction and investment.

Elements of a Vital Downtown Grand Rapids – THE VISION
ǣ  ǡ
ǣǡ 
ǣ 
 ǣ    
ǣ    

 ǣǡ  
 
 ǣ   
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The Framework
To achieve the vision for downtown, the resulting Framework sorts programs and allocates resources into
three inter-dependent programs. This Framework – Economy, Environment and Experience – also
provides the basis for implementation and recommended revisions to the DDA’s budget and organizational
structures.

A: Economy

B: Environment

C: Experience

A prosperous downtown

A comfortable and enjoyable
place where people want to be

Unique places, spaces, events
and culture

A1 - Thriving Retail

B1 – River Activation

C1 – Clean & Safe

A2- Community Venture &
Innovation

B2 – Accessibility and
Connections

C2 - Arts & Culture

A3 – Residential and Mixed Use
Development

B3- Infrastructure &
Streetscape

C3 – Events & Programming

Recommended program highlights from the Framework include the following:

Economy
In the near term, economic development
recommendations aim to strengthen and grow
downtown retail, with an emphasis on local
independent businesses.
Creating an
environment that fosters innovation and creativity,
and captures Grand Rapid’s downtown colleges
and active millennial population, is a key objective
of the Framework.


Specific recommendations include:
Retail Support
• Support local independent retail and create district incubators along downtown’s key retail corridors.
• Conduct a retail merchandising plan to determine where retail concepts are most likely to succeed.
• Enhance public safety along south Division Street to improve the area’s commercial viability.
Community Ventures & Innovation
• Partner with Grand Rapid’s philanthropic organizations to create a Community Venture Fund that
provides equity and loans for innovative and creative downtown businesses.
Downtown Housing & Mixed-Use Development
• Incent mixed-use projects and support new amenities that make downtown a more desirable place to
live, work, visit and recreate.
4
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Environment
Environment refers to improvements to downtown’s public
realm, with a focus on supporting amenities and connections
that enhance the overall quality of life downtown.
Recommended investments include:
Grand River Activation
• Strategic investments to activate the Grand River and
integrate it into the fabric of downtown. Options include
trails, joint development sites, public facilities and rapids.
Accessibility and Connections
• Support the designation and improvement of several
“complete streets” that run through the downtown.
Complete streets principles accommodate mobility
beyond automobiles, including options for bicycles and
pedestrians.
• Conduct a downtown circulation and parking plan to identify streets for two-way conversion, implement
Complete Streets principles and to develop a strategy for best managing parking for the present and
future.
• Promote downtown as the hub of the regional transit system, including support for BRT and streetcar.
Streetscape and Infrastructure
• Promote downtown walkability through future streetscape investments, traffic calming and greening.

Experience
Downtown Grand Rapids enjoys an abundance
of successful special events and cultural
institutions that make downtown fun, diverse
and unique.
The Framework Plan
recommends that the DDA work with its civic
partners to support the overall downtown
experience through strategic investments in
public safety, marketing and events.
Specific recommendations include:


Clean and Safe
• A clean and safe environment is fundamental to making downtown welcoming. Enhancements to city
and BID efforts to keep downtown safe are recommended, with a focus on the south Division corridor.
Arts and Culture
• Support destination marketing efforts that aim to attract regional consumers to downtown.
Events and Programming
• Support special events and programming that celebrate Grand Rapids’ diversity and entrepreneurial
spirit.

Executive Summary 5
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The Physical Framework
To help direct DDA investment to priority geographic areas, a physical framework has been developed that starts with
capitalizing on energy from downtown’s major activity centers (i.e. anchor destinations), introduces three focus areas that
connect to and receive energy from the activity centers (i.e. urban core, Commerce Street neighborhood and the Grand
River) and identifies key connections in the form of retail streets, complete streets and transit.











Downtown Activity Centers

Activity Centers + Focus Areas



Activity Centers + Focus Areas
+ Connections
6
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Implementation
Immediate Investment Priorities
Establish Retail Incubator Districts
Conduct a Merchandising Plan
Establish a Community Venture Fund
Grand River Improvements
Install Bike Racks/Lockers
Conduct Circulation/Parking Plan
Safety Improvements Along Division
Suggested Year One Investments
Resulting from the Framework

Implications for the DDA
To implement the Framework Plan, several immediate
recommendations are offered for the DDA, including:
•

DDA Action Groups: An “action group” is recommended
to monitor progress and deliberate the merits of
investments within each of the Framework program areas,
Economy, Environment and Experience. Each Action
Group would be chaired by a DDA board member and
include representation from partner organizations such as
the Downtown Alliance, City of Grand Rapids and others.

•

Budget: The DDA operational and investment budget should be re-organized to correspond with the
recommended three program areas of Economy, Environment and Experience. Recommended Year
One investments resulting from the Framework are illustrated above.

•

Investment Filter: In addition to the preceding pro-active investments, it is anticipated that the DDA
will continue to consider requests for funding on a case-by case basis. The following criteria are
suggested as a filter for considering funding requests:
 Is the investment consistent with and will help to advance the Vision for downtown’s future?
 Does the investment fit within a functional funding area (i.e. economy, environment, experience)?
 Does the investment strengthen the physical framework within a focus area and/or connection?
 If not, does the investment offer a compelling opportunity and/or investment catalyst for downtown?
 Does the investment offer financial leveraging by bringing substantial non-DDA resources to bear?

Organizational Strategy:
Downtown Grand Rapids Partnership
Borrowing from best practices in other cities, a
downtown “holding company” structure is
recommended to advance the near and longterm development and management of
Downtown Grand Rapids. Initially combining the
DDA and the Downtown Alliance under one
organizational umbrella, advantages of the
holding company concept include:
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinate and leverage TIF and BID funds
Create a more entrepreneurial approach to

downtown development, marketing and
management
Achieve cost efficiencies by combining staffing and administration within one organizational umbrella
Eliminate the confusion and perceived duplication of multiple downtown agencies
Develop a unified and more influential public/private partnership
Executive Summary 7
June 2011
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FRAMING THE FUTURE: DDA 2011 PLAN
ACTION PLAN


Action Plan Introduction
Grand Rapids has the potential to build one of the most vibrant downtowns of any mid-sized American city. We have all
the essential assets, including a strong legacy of collaborative civic reinvestment and an emerging generation of
enthusiastic young people who genuinely care about downtown. The Framework Plan aims to capitalize on these unique
dynamics and strategically direct the DDA’s near-term investment into targeted improvements, amenities and programs
that enhance downtown’s overall competitiveness and quality of life.
Balancing community aspirations (i.e. results of Framework Plan outreach) with market realities (i.e. results of Downtown
Grand Rapids market profile and global trends), we see a two to three year window for Downtown Grand Rapids to
prepare for the next cycle of investment. Demographic and lifestyle trends that were making downtown a more desirable
destination for living, dining and entertainment have not abated, but have been stalled due to the economic recession.
As the economy improves, credit markets recover, and households regain their sense of financial mobility, there will be
pent-up demand that will create opportunities for new investment.
The Framework Plan lays out both near-term (i.e. next three years) and mid-term (i.e. three to seven years) priorities and
policies for the DDA to prepare for and maximize this opportunity. In the near-term, a variety of modest improvements,
plans and small business development initiatives are recommended to strengthen downtown’s fundamentals. These
near-term improvements are viewed as setting the stage for mixed-use infill development that is likely to occur as the
overall economy improves. Given that much of downtown’s historic building stock has already been redeveloped, the
next cycle of development will need to fill gaps and opportunity sites with new construction and investment.

Elements of a Vital Downtown Grand Rapids – THE VISION
ǣ  ǡ
ǣǡ 
ǣ 
 ǣ    
ǣ    

 ǣǡ  
 
 ǣ   
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DDA Plan Framework
The following Framework becomes the organizing structure for the DDA’s programs, investments and organizational
structure.

A: Economy

B: Environment

C: Experience

A prosperous downtown

A comfortable and enjoyable
place where people want to be

Unique places, spaces, events
and culture

A1 - Thriving Retail

B1 – River Activation

C1 – Clean & Safe

A2- Community Venture &
Innovation

B2 – Accessibility and
Connections

C2 - Arts & Culture

A3 – Residential and Mixed Use
Development

B3- Infrastructure &
Streetscape

C3 – Events & Programming



A. ECONOMY
Grand Rapids, like the rest of the country, is experiencing a challenging economic period. City-wide revenues are down,
unemployment is high, public services have been reduced and investment in downtown has leveled. However, Grand
Rapids has a remarkable tradition of philanthropic giving, robust public/private partnerships and a strong understanding
that the region’s economic health is closely tied to downtown. Strengthening downtown’s economic health is the
cornerstone of this planning effort. Recommended initiatives are outlined below.
A1.Thriving Retail
 Goal: Improve Downtown’s overall economic vitality by enhancing and diversifying retail.
 Why It’s Important: Improving retail consistently emerged as a top stakeholder priority during the outreach
process. A more robust retail mix will provide a more diverse and thriving economic base that will ultimately support
more residential and mixed use development downtown.
The near-term retail strategy (i.e. next one to three years) is to strengthen Downtown’s fundamentals, concentrating
energy and resources in geographic areas that are most accommodating for retail. Supporting retail downtown through
targeted investment, incentives, and regulatory policies will build upon the inherent strengths of specific downtown nodes
and that vitality will continue to spread to other parts of downtown. Primary areas of investment include:
Ă͘ Monroe Center: Downtown’s urban core. The geographic center of downtown where residential,
employment and retail sectors combine to create a vibrant and central downtown neighborhood. Monroe
(Bounded by Lyon Street to the north, Division Avenue to the east, Fulton Street to the south and Monroe
Ave to the west.)
ď͘ South Division: The innovative and edgy retail corridor at the core of the Heartside District, where dozens
of buildings have been renovated for offices, housing, artists’ lofts and restaurants (between Cherry and
Monroe Center).
Đ͘ East Fulton: A downtown gateway and an extension of Monroe and Division with pioneering retail
opportunities (between South Division and Jefferson).

10
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Ě͘ Ionia/Commerce Corridor: Bounded by the urban core area of Monroe Center, the highway, South
Division retail corridor and the planned public market, Downtown’s most densely populated neighborhood
supports retail, services and is the region’s primary sports and entertainment destination. (Bounded by
Fulton Street to the north, Division Avenue to the east, Wealthy Street to the south and the highway to the
west.)
These four focus areas collectively create the nexus of a near-term investment strategy for downtown. Integrating the
activity generators around these core areas, including the library (490,000 annual visits) and the Children’s Museum
(161,000 annual visits), the DeVos Center (561,000 annual visits), the Van Andel Arena (567,000 annual visits), the
Grand Rapids Art Museum (140,000 annual visits) and the Public and Gerald Ford Museums (combined generate almost
400,000 visits) strengthen downtown retail and investment potential tremendously.
The DDA can play a key role through proactively guiding, managing and supporting existing retail through investment
and small business assistance.
 Strategies:
ϭ͘ Focus on growing, attracting and incubating local independent retail concepts. In order to most effectively to
support retail, the DDA should develop a small business support program (in cooperation with the SBDTC, Chamber
and/or any other appropriate organizations) to offer technical assistance and business support in areas that might
include:
Ă͘ Market information
ď͘ Merchandising and window display assistance
Đ͘ Investor marketing
Ě͘ Business planning
Ğ͘ Partnerships with the downtown colleges, medical centers, the West Michigan Strategic Alliance and
others to create partnerships and link students to jobs and internships.
The small business support program should incorporate corridor and/or district-specific incubators that reinforce
desired business and retail mix and support the DDA’s overall retail and merchandising strategies. Monroe Center,
South Division and East Fulton can become designated retail incubator districts. Michigan law allows DDA’s to
manage and invest in business incubator districts. As a designated incubator, new and existing businesses could
benefit from an array of business support resources and services including access to capital, rent subsidies and
technical assistance services such as those outlined above.
Ϯ͘ Commission a retail merchandising plan to identify strategies to strengthen the existing mix and attract the best
array of new retail. The merchandising plan would also provide guidance on where to cluster complementary types
of retail and determine the feasibility and optimal location(s) to house any national franchise and/or brands that are
entering the Grand Rapids market.
ϯ͘ Fill empty storefronts with temporary art installations, pop-up stores or other uses to keep vacant storefronts active
and lit, “eyes on the street”, and create a more appealing retail destination. Consider a partnership with the Arts
Council of Grand Rapids and/or Avenue for the Arts to include more public art installations and art-related activities
downtown.
ϰ͘ Actively address concerns regarding the level of criminal activity along the Division Corridor (south of Fulton) and in
public parks. A variety of influences are contributing to the problem, including a concentration of social services on
Division and night clubs on Iona. The new park at Cherry and Division has become a magnet for loitering and
criminal activities and, in its current state, is an impediment to business development. Similar problems exist to
Action Plan
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some extent at Heartside and Veteran’s Parks. Reclaiming the environment and changing the public’s perception
about the area through an aggressive public safety strategy is critical to its continued economic development.
Strategies include:
Ă͘ Working collaboratively with the Grand Rapids Police Department and the service providers in the area to
develop strategies to reduce and ultimately eliminate unacceptable behaviors.
ď͘ Consider hiring a social worker to proactively and positively address issues negatively affecting the area.
Đ͘ Redesign the park to discourage loitering and criminal behavior.
Ě͘ Install mobile video cameras that are monitored by police.

A2. Community Ventures & Innovation:
 Goal: Provide the necessary capital and technical assistance to strengthen existing and attract new businesses.
Build upon the creative culture of Grand Rapids by encouraging innovative business concepts; strive to keep young
talent in Grand Rapids, proactively support diverse business concepts, and create jobs. “Innovative” businesses
can include unique retail and restaurant concepts, and new businesses and services that are more suitable to office
and light industrial space. Create jobs in growing sectors of the economy and strengthen downtown’s role as an
employment center.
 Why It’s Important: Innovative businesses are critical for downtown’s growth, economic vitality and attracting and
keeping a talented workforce. Leverage the immense investment in downtown already made by the DDA and the
philanthropic community.
 Strategies:
1. Create a Community Venture Fund to support retail, restaurant, innovative businesses, office development and light
manufacturing. A Community Venture Fund could be supported by the philanthropic community and other
community organizations interested in investing in specific types of downtown projects. The Community Venture
Fund could invest in downtown businesses in several ways including:
a. Providing working capital for innovative and diverse business concepts.
b. Funding for tenant finish and other property improvements.
c. Contract or lease relief for businesses that provide needed or desirable services.
d. Partnering with the DDA to provide incentives for code compliance, façade improvements, and other
necessary building enhancements.
2. Building upon Grand Rapids’ history of manufacturing and design, consider providing incentives for light
manufacturing and craft production on upper floors in underutilized buildings. Reward innovation and job creation.
3. Acknowledge the economic and social significance of downtown’s local student population and seek to integrate
them meaningfully in downtown as consumers, residents and workers. Develop strategies to boost retention of
students in downtown after they graduate. (Look at Campus Philly, a Philadelphia non-profit organization, as a
potential model for Grand Rapids.)
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A3. Downtown Housing and Mixed Use Development
 Goal: Expand housing options to broaden the array of household types and income levels in downtown, and
provide amenities for a wide range of people. Support infill mixed-use development opportunities that encompass a
variety of uses such as, residential, office, studios, live/work as well as retail and entertainment.
 Why It’s Important: Housing that is designed and priced to meet the needs of those groups who are increasingly
looking for downtown housing options, particularly milennials and baby boomers, will attract more downtown
residents. Eventually, a significant downtown population will help increase the demand for retail and neighborhood
services. Mixed use development that encompasses office, studios, student housing, live/work as well as retail at
the ground floor will activate downtown streets and diversify infill development opportunities as the market rebounds
and demand increases.
 Strategies: Current market conditions favor multi-family rental (perhaps with the flexibility to convert to
condominiums if and when the market conditions allow). Nationwide, increasing numbers of young adults are now
entering prime apartment renting age (20s to early 30s before raising families). More of their empty-nest, baby
boomer parents also look to downsize and gain the greater convenience of living closer to urban amenities —
shopping, entertainment and cultural districts. Anecdotal evidence suggests there is a great deal of pent-up demand
for downtown Grand Rapids housing that will be realized as housing outside of the downtown area can be sold at
higher prices than current market conditions dictate. If developers can prepare for that demand now through
providing more supply at the right price points, downtown will be poised to capture demand as it increases. Mixeduse, infill development should be encouraged throughout downtown.
1. The DDA has been and should continue to be the catalyst to ensure direct investment in housing and mixed-use
development. By working closely with developers who understand the critical challenges in infill development the
DDA should package its variety of existing incentives, grants and loans to support mixed-use development.
2. Strengthen amenities that create a desirable and livable neighborhood, including:
Ă͘ Continue to focus on expanding transit opportunities such as BRT and streetcar that support urban living
patterns including reduced vehicle dependence. According to recent national research, owning one less
car provides the typical household the financial capacity to absorb an additional $100,000 in home price –
in other words, the savings realized from less car-related expenses can be transferred directly to a higher
mortgage payment, thereby indirectly reducing the cost of downtown housing.
ď͘ Conducting a downtown grocery feasibility analysis to determine whether a food co-op or alternative
approach for downtown might work in the near-term. Assess how the planned public market will affect need
for grocery and/or influence downtown living.
Đ͘ Partnering with schools to determine if there is a strategic approach to providing quality K-12 education for
downtown residents.
Ě͘ Providing space for active urban living such as dog parks, roof-top and community gardens.
Ğ͘ Activating and accessing the river.
Ĩ͘ Ensuring that the pedestrian realm is complete, sidewalks are maintained, accessible and in good
condition, and traffic is calmed to encourage safe pedestrian mobility.

Action Plan
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3. Parking remains a perceptual challenge for Downtown as evidenced by the consumer responses to the Framework
Plan consumer survey. A parking management study can determine utilization rates, marketing strategies that
outline consistent messaging for public and private lots, strategies to replace existing parking supply as surface lots
are redeveloped and any other issues that need thorough analysis. Other parking issues to be examined include:
a. Improving wayfinding and signage of parking facilities.
b. Technology improvements to make on-street parking more convenient (i.e. “smart meters” that allow for
credit card payments, flexible hours and pricing).
c. Designate “visitor parking” areas in all structured public parking.

B. ENVIRONMENT
As downtown continues to be transformed from the traditional center of business and commerce to a multi-dimensional
neighborhood striving to be pedestrian, transit and bike-friendly, the DDA is poised to focus its resources to support the
physical amenities and connections that improve the overall quality of life for everyone who lives, works and visits
downtown.
B1. Grand River Activation
 Goal: Make strategic investments to create a cohesive and active river, trails and connections.
 Why It’s Important: The river is the most important natural amenity in the city and is significantly underutilized. The
outreach process revealed tremendous community-wide enthusiasm for being able to use the river for more
recreation, outdoor access and fun. Activating the river and connecting it well to downtown, parks, trails and
neighborhoods will enhance the overall downtown experience while encouraging more downtown investment,
development and recreation.
 Strategies:
1. Much of the work toward activating the Grand River has already been done. Several plans have been written
addressing different aspects of activating the river including:
Ă͘ Green Grand Rapids (in progress) including:
- Grand River Whitewater Park preferred Alternative
- Green Grand Rapids Special Study: Riverwalk Extension
ď͘ Whitewater Feasibility Study (in progress)
Đ͘ Downtown Streetscape Design Guidelines (pp. 45-47, 2006)
Ě͘ City of Grand Rapids Master Plan (ch. 7, 2002)
Ğ͘ Grand River Edges (1980)
A comprehensive review of efforts should be undertaken to bring together the salient parts of previous plans in a River
Master Plan for 2011. In addition to building upon past studies, a Master Plan should address:
a. Comprehensive land use recommendations along the banks of the river.
b. Identify opportunity sites along the river.
c. Activating buildings that either have their back to the river or have monolithic walls or elements that detract
from a sense of place, safety and transparency.
d. Appropriate setbacks along the river edge.
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2. Determine a phased investment approach and investment criteria that can include some or all of the following shortterm recommendations:
a. Evaluation of a downtown kayak “rapids” course and its implementation.
b. Develop riverwalk design guidelines.
c. Encourage development of vacant and underutilized parcels.
d. Implement downtown riverfront wayfinding (signage) plan.
e. Ensure trails and connections are developed consistently as private land owners redevelop sites along the
river.
f. Explore the creation a riverfront focused non-profit organization to finance riverwalk development,
amenities and accompanying programming and maintenance.
g. Other initiatives and investment as appropriate and desirable.
B2. Accessibility and Connections
 Goal: A downtown that is easy to navigate, bike and pedestrian friendly and transit rich.
 Why It’s Important: Accessibility and connections are critical ingredients in any great city. A downtown that
embraces walking, biking and transit as well as cars, creates a great urban place, enhances public safety, fosters
more personal interactions, and ultimately increases economic vitality.
 Strategies:
ϭ͘ Support bike and pedestrian infrastructure and connections between downtown and adjacent neighborhoods by
designating secondary, pedestrian-friendly streets as primary pedestrian and/or bike routes. Consider Lyon,
Fountain, Lake Michigan Drive and Cherry as “Complete Streets” that connect the near-in neighborhoods to
downtown and to the west side of the river via the pedestrian bridges that connect to activity nodes such as
museums and Grand Valley State University. Division, Monroe and Seward are complementary north/south
connectors that are appropriate for complete streets.
Ϯ͘ Invest in bike amenities such as bike racks and/or bike lockers throughout downtown and near transit facilities.
ϯ͘ Support the City’s efforts to complete a comprehensive, city-wide bike plan.
ϰ͘ Conduct an overall transportation circulation and parking management plan to provide a holistic overview and plan
for traffic movement throughout downtown including the implementation of complete streets,, the conversion of oneway streets to two-way where possible and the possibility of reducing vehicle lanes on Division Avenue and other
downtown streets. Determine how traffic movement affects parking habits, movement and availability.
ϱ͘ Promote downtown as a transit hub: reinforce downtown as the region’s largest and most convenient transit district
with local, regional, statewide and national connection. Actively support efforts to create and expand existing bus
service, provide investment in the current efforts to build-out BRT and moving the Amtrak station to its new location.
ϲ͘ Continue to support efforts to develop a streetcar line downtown.
enhancement supported by increased residents, workers and retail.

A streetcar can provide a local transit
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B3. Streetscape and Infrastructure
 Goal: A downtown neighborhood that emphasizes quality urban design promotes walkability and reinforces Grand
Rapids as a distinct place.
 Why It’s Important: The DDA has spent a great deal of energy and resources to create streetscape and
infrastructure improvements that provide a supportive backdrop for continued private investment in downtown.
Leveraging previous efforts can expand the impact of downtown’s healthy growth and development while expanding
the neighborhood feeling of downtown.
 Strategies:
1. Prepare a streetscape asset management plan. Well maintained sidewalks that are accessible create a safe and
pleasant pedestrian experience. Streetscape amenities such as decorative streetlights and benches contribute to
the unique downtown experience, but require periodic maintenance and repairs at a higher level than currently
provided. Prioritize investment in areas that have the most pedestrian traffic and/or support downtown entertainment
and retail.
2. Implement traffic calming measures, more designated pedestrian crossings with lights and pavements treatments to
create a greater awareness of pedestrian activity downtown. Traffic speeds that are too fast are unsafe, detract from
a sense of safety and can be a business district liability.
3. Plant more street trees and natural landscapes where appropriate. Implement streetscape guidelines that reinforce
an enhanced pedestrian environment.

C. EXPERIENCE
Grand Rapids has an abundance of successful events, venues and accompanying amenities. Strategies that reinforce a
positive downtown experience and market downtown as a regional destination should continue to be explored. The
downtown experience should continue to be managed primarily by the Downtown Alliance with a stronger collaborative
partnership between the Alliance and the DDA to make strategic investments in downtown safety, marketing and
maintenance.
C1. Clean and Safe
 Goal: Create an environment that feels safe and welcoming to all, and encourages new investment, visitors and
development.
 Why It’s Important: A clean and safe environment is arguably the most critical underpinning of a healthy
downtown. If people do not feel safe and if downtown is not well maintained, people will not shop, visit or choose to
live there. Ensuring downtown is welcoming will encourage more investment and activity.
 Strategies:
As noted in the Thriving Retail discussion (item A1.4) safety is a critical foundation to the success of any commercial
environment. According to Grand Rapids police data, there is significant criminal activity centered along the South
Division corridor south of Fulton Street. The DDA and the Downtown Alliance should work closely together to
ensure appropriate police presence downtown, with an emphasis on deterring criminal activity on Division south of
Fulton.
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1. Initiate a dialog between social service agencies and the police department to determine near-term solutions to
alleviate loitering and criminal behavior.
2. Investigate collaborative DDA/Downtown Alliance investment in resources such as a social worker, more lighting
and/or security cameras.
3. Redesign the park at Cherry to discourage loitering and crime.
4. Work with the police department to audit public spaces to identify and remedy areas that encourage crime through
poor lighting or design.
5. Develop a strategy for balanced distribution of social service providers throughout Grand Rapids.

C2. Arts and Culture
 Goal: Promote the diverse and sophisticated array of arts and cultural amenities that downtown boasts.
 Why It’s Important: Downtown arts and cultural venues collectively generate more than 2 million annual visits and
have tremendous market potential. The demographic groups that favor downtown living tend to be attracted to arts
and cultural venues.
 Strategies:
1. Promote and market downtown as a regional cultural destination.
2. Develop collaborative marketing strategies to encourage arts patrons to shop, dine and stay downtown after events.
3. Recruit shows, events and programming that appeal to the diverse population in Grand Rapids.

C3. Events & Programming
 Goal: Build upon the tremendous strength of existing events and continue to add new programs to downtown’s
repertoire.
 Why It’s Important: Grand Rapids is quickly becoming nationally known as an innovative and creative center of
unique events; the entrepreneurial nature of downtown events reinforces the artistic and creative attraction of Grand
Rapids.
 Strategies:
1. Continue to support ArtPrize and other creative events that enliven and activate downtown.
2. Work with the Arena District, “Welcoming Downtown”, downtown colleges, Downtown Alliance and others to ensure
events continue to recognize and celebrate the diversity of Grand Rapids.
3. Utilize Grand Rapids’ growing reputation for innovative and collaborative events to market Grand Rapids as a center
of innovation.
Action Plan
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The Physical Framework for Downtown
The Framework Plan recommends that the DDA concentrate its energy and resources on shoring up Downtown’s
fundamentals to prepare for the next economic cycle. To help direct DDA investment, a physical framework has been
developed based upon the following key elements:
The physical framework starts with Downtown’s major activity centers:
 Existing Activity Centers: Downtown Grand Rapids has several activity centers that currently generate in excess of or
nearly 500,000 visitors per year. These major activity centers include:
• Van Andel Arena (568,000 visitors)
• DeVos Place (562,000 visitors)
• Grand Rapids Public Library (490,000 visitors) and Children’s Museum (161,000 visitors)
• The Grand Rapids Art Museum (140,000 visitors) along with Rosa Parks Circle
• The Medical District and Grand Rapids Community College
• West Bank Attractions – Ford and Public Museums (400,000 visitors)
• Grand Valley State University

Three primary focus areas that connect to and receive energy from the major activity centers are added to the physical
framework:
 Monroe Center – The Urban Core: Located in the geographic center of the preceding activity centers is the historic

commercial core of Grand Rapids, bisected by Monroe Center and bounded roughly by Lyon, Division, Fulton Streets and
the Grand River. This area becomes the focal point of economic activity for downtown and a priority for concentrating
investment, particularly efforts to strengthen ground floor dining, entertainment and retail.

 Ionia/Commerce Corridor: To the south of Monroe Center lies the Ionia/Commerce Corridor, an area that has seen a

strong wave of investment during the past ten years. Ionia becomes the primary street of Downtown’s highest
concentration of residential development. Continued investment here, particularly in residential and mixed-use concepts,
solidifies this area and prepares it for the next wave of residential-driven investment.

 River Activation: The Grand River becomes a focus of opportunity. In the near-term, it is recommended that
development sites and recreational enhancements be identified and prioritized. In anticipation of the River becoming a
stronger amenity, pedestrian and bicycle connections from downtown and adjacent neighborhoods are identified.

Key connections in the form of retail streets, complete streets and transit are added to the physical framework, providing
the linkages from adjacent neighborhoods to downtown, and improving the overall walkability and mobility within
downtown:
 Monroe Center, Fulton and Division – Retail Streets: The near-term focus for retail should be concentrated along

Monroe Center, for conventional dining, entertainment and retail concepts, and South Division and East Fulton for more
edgy dining, entertainment, arts and retail concepts. In the near-term, these areas are expected to accommodate new
local independent concepts. Dining and entertainment should be considered as important as retail to activate storefronts
and street activity because of the activity they generate. Professional services should be discouraged in ground floor
spaces, particularly along Monroe Center.

 Lyon, Fountain, Cherry, Division, Seward and Lake Michigan Drive– Complete Streets: Key east/west and

north/south streets are then identified to become primary connectors for people in a variety of modes. Complete streets
allow for mobility options in addition to vehicles, including pedestrians, bicycles and transit. Lyon and Fountain (currently
comprise a one-way couplet) become critical links between adjacent neighborhoods through downtown and directly to
and across the river. Cherry can provide a similar function in the southern sector of downtown. Division explores a
three lane alignment, introducing options for more pedestrian and bike space. Seward and Lake Michigan Drive are
already being explored by the city as bike route connections to create a comprehensive bike lane network.

The resulting physical Framework is illustrated on the following pages:
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Physical Framework Figure 1: Major Downtown Activity Centers
Action Plan
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Physical Framework Figure 2: Activity Centers + Focus Areas
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Physical Framework Figure 3: Activity Centers + Focus Areas + Connections
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Plan Implementation and Phasing
The three categories that provide the foundation of the framework plan: Economy, Environment and Experience are
recommended to provide the implementation construct for moving this plan moving forward. The implementation
construct will provide the basis for immediate applications including DDA oversight for plan implementation, budget,
phasing and proposed organizational approaches.
 DDA Action Groups:
In order to allow for consistent oversight in allocating the DDA’s resources and invite civic partners to participate in the
implementation of the Framework, an organizational structure that reflects the three areas of emphasis outlined in this
plan is recommended. “Action Groups” organized within each of the three areas would be overseen by a DDA board
member and supported by DDA staff. Other downtown stakeholders (i.e. city staff, members of the Framework Plan
Steering Committee, etc.) are envisioned to participate in the Action Groups as appropriate in each functional area of the
construct. The Action Group structure aims meet the following objectives:
-

Encourage greater input, understanding and involvement from DDA board members in projects.
Provide a thorough and balanced review of projects before they are placed on the monthly meeting agenda.
Create a more consistent way to deliberate the merits of potential projects before they come before the board
for consideration.
Invite greater collaboration, participation and feedback from key downtown stakeholders and civic partners.

The Action Group structure can be illustrated as follows:

KZ
ECONOMY
ACTION GROUP
DDA Board Member, Staff
Stakeholder(s)
-

Review Incentive
Applications
Incubator Districts
Venture Fund
New Development
Merchandising Plan


ENVIRONMENT
ACTION GROUP
DDA Board Member, Staff
Stakeholder(s)
-

River
Bike, Pedestrian,
Transit Initiatives
Transit, Circulation,
Parking Study
Public Realm &
Infrastructure

EXPERIENCE
ACTION GROUP
DDA Board Member, Staff
Stakeholder(s)
-

Clean & Safe
Marketing
Events

The Action Groups would meet periodically to review specific proposals or requests and make recommendations to the
DDA board.
 Budget:
To provide consistency and efficiency in plan implementation, it is recommended the DDA budget be reorganized
utilizing the same three-category construct Economy, Environment and Experience. As new projects are reviewed
and approved by the board, a reorganized budget will allow the three Action Groups to identify priorities and how the
priorities fit into near-term budget allocations.
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Framework Phasing & Investment Filter:
Moving forward into future budget years, the Framework provides both a set of proactive investments for the DDA to
consider as well as an investment filter for evaluating funding requests. The priorities outlined below are grouped into
three categories: immediate, near-term and mid-term investments. It is anticipated the immediate priorities will be
undertaken in 2011. Beyond 2011, it is recommended the DDA and its Implementation Committees re-evaluate their
priorities annually to determine investment priorities and how to implement them.

ECONOMY
IMMEDIATE
INVESTMENT
PRIORITIES
2011-12

NEAR-TERM
INVESTMENT
PRIORITIES
Next 3 Years

Establish Incubator Districts
DDA
$150K annual appropriation to support
incubator district incentives
Establish Venture Capital Fund
DDA
$500K challenge from non-tax revenue to
seed $2.5M venture fund
Retail Merchandising Plan
DDA/DA
$50K one-time appropriation

ENVIRONMENT

EXPERIENCE

River Improvements
DDA, partners
immediate investment: staff time

Safety: Lighting, video monitoring,
social worker, etc.
DDA/DA
$30-$70K one-time appropriation

Install Bike Racks/Lockers
DDA
$15 to $30K one-time appropriation

Market downtown as a regional
destination
DDA/DA
$200,000
New Events Fund
DDA/DA/Arena District/Others
Immediate investment: staff time

Incubator Districts
DDA

Traffic Circulation & Parking
Management Plans
DDA/City
$150K one-time appropriation
Designate Living Streets Corridors
DDA/City

Participate in housing & mixed-use
development; encourage diverse housing
product development; focus on
developing amenities that contribute to a
livable neighborhood
DDA, partners

Implement recommendations from
Circulation and Parking Plan;
promote downtown as transit hub;
finalize comprehensive bike plan;
pursue accessibility & connections
DDA/City

Market downtown as a regional
destination; develop collaborative
marketing strategies; recruit shows,
events that appeal to diverse
population
DDA/DA
Implement strategies to improve
park at Cherry
DDA/GR Police Department/Social
Service Providers/Others

Streetscape asset management
plan; traffic calming; more street
trees; streetscape guidelines
DDA/City
Support BRT
DDA/Rapid/Others
River Improvements
DDA, partners

MID-TERM
INVESTMENT
PRIORITIES
Next 7 Years

Support Streetcar
DDA/Rapid/Property owners/City

River Improvements
DDA, partners

Action Plan
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Investment Filter: In addition to the preceding pro-active investments, it is anticipated that the DDA will continue to
consider requests for funding on a case-by case basis. The following criteria are suggested as a filter for considering
funding requests:
•
•
•
•
•

Is the investment consistent with and help to advance the Vision for downtown’s future?
Does the investment fit within a functional funding area (i.e. economy, environment, experience)?
Does the investment strengthen the physical framework, either within a focus area and/or connection?
If not, does the investment offer a compelling opportunity and/or investment catalyst for downtown?
Does the investment offer a leveraging opportunity by bringing substantial non-DDA resources to bear?

 Organizational Strategy: Downtown Holding Company
A new organizational strategy is recommended to advance the near and long-term development and management of
Downtown Grand Rapids. Borrowing from best practices in other cities, a downtown “holding company” structure is
recommended. The holding company would combine the resources and energies of the Downtown Development
Authority, the Downtown Alliance, and perhaps other groups that are advancing a downtown improvement agenda.
Advantages of the holding company concept include:
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinate and leverage the key DDA development tool of tax increment financing with the primary DA
management tool of the business improvement district.
Create a more entrepreneurial culture and approach to advance downtown development, marketing and
management.
Achieve cost efficiencies by combining the staffing and administration of the DDA and DA within one
organizational umbrella.
Eliminate the confusion and perceived duplication of multiple downtown agencies.
Develop a unified and more influential public/private partnership to steer downtown planning and development.

Best Practices: The holding company model is one used in many downtowns throughout the country and is an efficient
way to manage downtown initiatives and improvements. Three downtown organizations that that relevant to Grand
Rapids were researched:
•
•
•

Center City Commission in Memphis, Tennessee
Downtown Fort Forth Inc. in Ft. Worth, TX
Downtown Kalamazoo Inc. in Kalamazoo, MI

Each of the three downtown organizations utilize the holding company model and encompass both a TIF and a mil levy
assessment. Activities include real estate development, small business assistance, parking management, incentive
programs, clean and safe initiatives, marketing and events. Components of the comparable downtown organizations
that can help to inform a new organizational structure for Downtown Grand Rapids include:
•
•
•
•
•

All three of organizations utilize a holding company model that consists of several non-profit entities that come
together under one downtown umbrella organization.
All of the various component organizations are governed by their own boards.
The component organizations all contract with the downtown organization for staff and services.
All three organizations leverage their resources with private sector developers, employers and downtown
institutions.
All engage in a wide variety of downtown focused activities.

A matrix outlining the specifics of each of the three comparable downtown organizations is attached as Appendix C.
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Starting with the DDA and the Downtown Alliance, a proposed organizational structure would include the following
components.




DDA revenues will continue to fund downtown development and incentives as well as most of the initiatives
described in the Economy and Environment sections of this report. Some of the marketing, merchandising and
retail support will be overseen and funded by both the DDA and the Downtown Alliance.
The Downtown Alliance will be the management and marketing arm of the organization, providing services that
are financed by downtown’s assessment districts. These services include clean and safe teams, marketing and
special events.
Downtown Grand Rapids Partnership is the holding company that connects the various organizational parts of
the new downtown management organization. The Partnership provides all staff and administrative support. It is
governed by a board that consists of the officers from each of the component parts, in effect serving as the
executive committee and providing the overall vision for moving downtown Grand Rapids forward.

The proposed organizational structure is illustrated below:
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FRAMING THE FUTURE: DDA 2011 PLAN
OVERVIEW OF COMMUNITY OUTREACH
The DDA 2010 Framework Plan invited extensive input from a variety of community stakeholders. Nearly
1,400 individuals participated in a series of group meetings and/or a community survey as part of the
Framework Plan process:
Outreach Method
DDA Board of Directors: The primary client for the
Framework Project, frequent meetings were held with the
DDA board to update them on plan progress
DDA Framework Plan Steering Committee: Appointed
by the DDA board, the Steering Committee was composed
of 20 downtown stakeholders and was charged with
general oversight of the process, community leadership
and creative input to help weave the plan together
Working Groups: Organized around five functional
constructs of the Framework Plan, the working groups
invited primary downtown stakeholders to broaden
creative input into the planning process
Community Open Houses: All downtown stakeholders
were invited into the Framework process through a series
of Open Houses that sought input on plan priorities.
Community Online Survey: All Grand Rapids area
residents were invited to participate in an online survey to
determine consumer preferences and priorities for
improvement.

Participation
The consultant team met with DDA board
during each site visit.
The consultant team met with the DDA
Framework Steering Committee during each
site visit.

Nearly 90 Downtown stakeholders participated
in one of five working groups. Working groups
met in October and December of 2010.
More than 150 Downtown stakeholders
participated in one of two Open Houses held in
November 2010, and then 143 participated in
plan review workshops held in January 2011.
1,168 individuals participated in the online
survey that was conducted from late October
through mid-November 2010.

Consistent Themes: From the community outreach process, consistent themes to improve Downtown Grand
Rapids included the following:
•
•
•
•

Improving downtown retail and filling vacant storefronts emerged as a top concern from all
participants, including Working Groups, Open Houses and the online survey.
Activating the Grand River is also a top community priority for downtown, including trails and
development opportunities on its banks, introducing rapids within, and connecting Downtown and
adjacent neighborhoods to it.
A more walkable Downtown with alternatives to vehicles, including transit and bikes, was favored by
many participants.
Viewing downtown as a “neighborhood”, with more residential, dining, retail and services, and woven
together by pedestrian-friendly streets that connect to the river and adjacent neighborhoods, emerged
as a common theme.

Appendix A: Outreach Summary
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WORKING GROUPS
Nearly 90 Downtown stakeholders participated in one of five different working groups, which were convened to
brainstorm the following topics (the number of attendees is noted in parentheses):
• Vibrant Economy (15)
• Transportation (18)
• Quality Urban Design (17)
• Downtown Experience (22)
• Sustainable Future (14)
P.U.M.A. facilitated these groups through a participatory process that probed stakeholder perceptions of
Downtown Grand Rapids, as well as their vision for the future of Downtown. Participants were asked to share
their general impressions regarding the strengths, weaknesses, trends and opportunities that currently exist.
The highlights from these discussions have been summarized in the table below:
Strengths
River
Activities/entertainment
Safe

Weaknesses
Retail
Grocery
Accessibility

Walkable/pedestrianfriendly
Restaurants
Progressive

Green space
Residential
River

Trends
Downtown living
Mixed-use development
Reliance on alternative
modes of transportation
Thriving arts and cultural
community
Growing interest in river
Entrepreneurism

Opportunities
Activate river
Affordable housing
Public transit
Business and retail
development; incubator
Marketing/image
Embrace diversity

Working group participants were then asked to list improvements and investments that need to occur to
improve Downtown. Stakeholders were asked to prioritize theses items by placing dots representing energy
and financial resources on priority improvements. The top three (or four in case of a tie) priorities have been
summarized by category in the table below with the number of priority votes received listed in parentheses:
Vibrant Economy
Encourage more retail
(boutique,
independent,
incubation) (6)
More residents/rental
housing (density) (6)
Attract major
employer, business
recruitment incentives
(5)
Improved gateways,
key connections (5)
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Quality Urban
Design
More passive and
active green space;
embrace recreation
(7)
Master plan for
expanding river walk
& park linkages (7)
Encourage/support
outdoor seating &
events; expand into
winter (5)
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Transportation
Regional transit
system (Downtown
as hub) (6)
Mixed use housing
and retail (6)
Streetcar (5)

Sustainable
Future
White Water – river
(5)

Downtown
Experience
Fill vacancies,
encourage local,
independent
businesses (11)
Help support
Activate river; land
existing retail; attract development
new retail (5)
opportunities (7)
Emphasis on
Branding of GR;
education system to develop identity (6)
focus on retaining
graduates (K-12) (4)
Improve connectivity More entertainment,
(all modes –
cross-cultural
walking, biking,
activities; festivals
trolley, etc.) (4)
(6)

DDA Board: A similar priority-setting meeting was held with the DDA board in October 2010. The top three
priorities (with votes in parentheses) that emerged from the DDA Board Meeting include:
• Promote Downtown living/assts; broaden housing options (price points and ownership) (5)
• Improve, expand and encourage public transit system (5)
• Amenities, retail, grocery (5)

OPEN HOUSES
Priorities identified at the October Working Group meetings provided the basis for further community
discussion and priority-setting at Open Houses held in early November. Each meeting began with an overview
of “Global Trends Affecting Downtowns” and how these trends pertain to Downtown Grand Rapids.
Following the presentation, Downtown stakeholders were asked to visit four different stations, each addressing
a different focus-area for Downtown Grand Rapids. Each station had a list of priorities/improvements
regarding how the DDA might allocate its resources. Local experts were present at each station to answer
questions, help foster a dialog and provide any background information necessary for participants to
familiarize themselves with the four different focus areas. Participants were asked to engage in a priority
setting exercise by placing dots on priorities/improvements representing their preferences as to how the DDA
should allocate its energy and resources. Attendees were also encouraged to write in their own priorities
and/or any comments if they felt strongly about an issue that was not already listed.
The open house on November 3rd had 72 attendees, while the open house on November 4th had 82 attendees
for a total of 154 participants. As a result of the open house sessions, a concise list of priorities emerged. The
top three priorities have been summarized by category in the table below with the number of priority votes
received listed in parentheses:
Vibrant Economy
Fill empty storefronts and
encourage more
Downtown retail (62)
Grocery/produce
store/pharmacy/full
SVC/drugstore (33)
Support and strengthen
existing businesses (32)

Quality Urban Design
Master plan for the river
(39)
Improve trail, street and
park connections,
including river (23)
Design and plan for
“complete streets” (17)

Transportation
Regional transit system
using Downtown as a hub
(34)
Improve bike infrastructure
and amenities (30)

Downtown Experience
Bring rapids back to the
river (32)

Streetcar (19)

More special events,
cross-cultural activities and
festivals (23)

Connect to and showcase
neighborhoods (23)
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ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS
As part of the Downtown Framework process, all community members in the Grand Rapids area were invited
to participate in an online survey that probed consumer preferences and priorities for Downtown
improvements. The survey was hosted on the Downtown Development Authority (DDA) homepage and a link
was distributed through a variety of online channels including emails, Facebook, Twitter, individual blogs, etc.
The survey was also publicized in local print and online media. The survey successfully attracted responses
from 1,168 individuals, representing a wide variety of stakeholder groups. Some of the key highlights of the
survey are summarized below.


Respondent Demographics: Respondents represented a wide cross-section of Grand Rapids, with more
than half identifying themselves as living or working in the greater Grand Rapids area.
Profile of Survey Respondents
Live or Work in Greater Grand Rapids
Downtown Visitor
Downtown Employee
Downtown Resident

Percent of Respondents
51.4%
37.4%
28.8%
20.7%

Nearly half of respondents (45.6%) claim to have had an interest in Downtown Grand Rapids for more than 10
years. The majority of respondents were ages 25 to 49 (63.7%).
Age of Respondents
18-24
25-34
35-49
50-69

Percent of Respondents
10.6%
32.9%
30.8%
25.0%

Recent Improvements to Downtown: Over the past five years, which factors have been important in
improving Downtown Grand Rapids? (# in parentheses represent % of respondents who rated these factors as
“very important”)
Factors Important in Improving Downtown
Arts and Culture
Restaurants and Entertainment
Festivals and Events
Cleaner and Safer
Shopping
Pedestrian/Bike Friendly
Downtown Housing
Better Transit
Active Green Space
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Percent of Respondents
73.2%
70.8%
59.3%
55.3%
40.4%
40.3%
39.8%
34.2%
29.4%

Future General Improvements: In the next five to ten years, what general improvements are important to
enhance Downtown Grand Rapids? Thirteen improvement options were listed with the following viewed as
“very important” by more than 45% of respondents. (# in parentheses represent % of respondents who rated
these factors as “very important”)
General Improvements
More Shopping
Clean Up the River and Create Better Access
More Downtown Employment
More Convenient and Affordable Parking
More Arts and Culture
Better Transit

Percent of Respondents
54.8%
54.0%
51.3%
50.5%
46.8%
45.4%

Describe your vision for the future of Downtown Grand Rapids: Respondents were asked in an open
response format to list three words to describe their vision for Downtown Grand Rapids. The following exhibit
graphically displays the most prevalent responses by giving greater prominence to words that appear more
frequently in the responses.
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Improvements to Achieve The Vision: Respondents were asked to rate a list of 15 improvements that
would be important to achieve their vision for Downtown Grand Rapids. The following responses were rated
as “very important” by more than 45% of respondents (# in parentheses represent % of respondents who rated
these factors as “very important”).
Actions
Encourage the Arts, Including Public Art and
Cultural Facilities
Improve Shopping Selection
Create Recreational Opportunities and Better
Access to the Grand River
Encourage Mixed-Use Development
Clean Up the Grand River
Create a Cohesive Downtown Strategic Plan
Improve Parking Accessibility and Affordability

Percent of Respondents
54.6%
53.5%
51.6%
50.7%
49.2%
46.5%
45.5%

Priority Improvements: Respondents were then asked to select the ONE improvement that would be most
valuable as Downtown moves forward.
ONE Most Valuable Action
Improve Shopping Selection
Create a Cohesive Downtown Strategic Plan
Clean Up the River and Create Better Access
Improve Parking Accessibility & Affordability
Encourage Art and Culture
More Pedestrian/Bike Friendly
Better Transit
Marketing, Public Relations and Events
Increase Residential Development
Improve Safety
Beautification to Enhance Ped Environment
Improve Communications Between Public &
Private Sectors
Increase Active Green Space
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Percent of Respondents
22.8%
12.4%
10.6%
9.1%
8.0%
7.9%
7.8%
6.4%
5.8%
3.2%
2.5%
2.1%
1.5%

Open-Ended Suggestions: If you could suggest one improvement to enhance the OVERALL experience of
visiting Downtown Grand Rapids, what would it be?

On the open-ended responses for improving downtown, parking was cited most frequently. Concerns and
suggestions for parking included:
• Need to make parking more accessible and convenient
• Parking cost is too high, would like to see free parking
• Increase the frequency of shuttles to parking areas
• Improve wayfinding and signage to locate parking
• Consider occasional free parking promotions
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Survey Cross-Tabulations
Survey cross-tabulations by the age of respondent reveal differing priorities for the ONE action that is most
valuable to improve downtown. All age groups agree that Improving Shopping Selection is the Number
One priority, but other top priorities differ:
Priority
1
2
3
4
5

34

Age 18 to 24
Improve Shopping
Selection
Encourage Art &
Culture
Better Transit

Age 25 to 34
Improve Shopping
Selection
Downtown Strategic
Plan
Improve the River

Pedestrian/Bike
Friendly
Downtown Strategic
Plan

Improve Parking

Downtown Strategic
Plan
Improve Parking

Encourage Art &
Culture

Encourage Art &
Culture
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Age 35 to 49
Improve Shopping
Selection
Improve the River

Age 50 to 69
Improve Shopping
Selection
Downtown Strategic
Plan
Increase Residential
Build a Positive
Identity
Pedestrian/Bike
Friendly
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